
THE FRONTIER POLICY
OF THE ROMAN EMPERORS DOWN TO A.D. 200

by t M. Cary (London)

The Romans, as the chief conquering people of the ancient European world,
were engaged in a continuous c:lSk of fromier fixing, and a study thereof may
throw considerable light on their statesmanship. On the derails of this froncier
regulation much new information has beea obtained, and is still being gathered
in, by excavation and by air surveys 1. In this iUcic1e I am offering no more than
a preliminary review of fromiet hiswry under the earlier Caesars.

Under the Republic the tentative and opportunist ch:uacrer of Rome's
foreign policy, and the tumultuous rate of its territorial expansion, brought it
abom chac each successh'c choice of a new boundary could be no more than "J.

temporary expedient. Buc Augusrus' momentous perception, that the Roman
State was nearing me limits of its profimble expansion, carried with it dle need,
and the opponuniry, for laying down some general principles of frontier
establishmem. In the light of this policy of stabilisation he recognised that a
'sciemific' fromier, offering the best facilities for defence, should in gener:tl
consist of mounrains and descns, of seas and of rivers. As we shall see, Augustus
had a notable preference for river frontiers, and nor without reason, for river
valleys usually provide easy lateral communicarions for defensive forces, and the
tributary streams often furnish good connexions with base fonresses ami inner
lines of defence. And no ancient armies knew better the value of mobility than
those of Rome; none were bener trained in matching or better provided with
allweather roads. Not umi! the third century did the 'Maginor mentality' creep
inca the Roman defence.

(A) Africd.
Of the frontier problems to which the early Caesars addressed themselves, those
of the African cominent require least notice. Defence here consisted mainly of
police operations against sporadic raiders from the desert oases and the fast
nesses of Mt. Atlas; and the namral line of demarkation lay near dIe outer edge
of rhe high steppe country wirh which rhe cultivable land is fringed. The only
question here was how much of the pasturable plateau should be comprised
within the Roman border. The Caesars solved this problem by a gradual
advance to the salt lakes which extend beyond che isolated ridge of :Mc. Aures.
The reason for chis progression was presumably chat the unencumbered steppe
offered an excellent patrolling ground for the nimble squadrons of the Numi
dian lighc horse, which from this point of vantage could give eady warning of
coming forays. The only artificial defences here required were base camps, and
detached observation fares near the actual frontier line.

1 The value of these :Iir surveys for the delimitation of frontiers h:ls been not:lbly
demonstrated in North Africa and on the Syrian border; and much of the new information
in the Ordf1(mcc SUr/ICY of Ra11um B ..ihtill (3rd cd. 10 be published shorlly) is clue to this
~Ot!rce. The introduction of this method of ,resc:lrch is largely dlle to Mr. O. G. S. Craw
ford, the editor of the Survey.
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In the Nile valley the boundary, as ever since Pharaonic times, lay neal
Assuan, where the Nubian desert extends close to the river border, and navi
gation is obstructed by the last of the cataracts.

(B) Asia.
(1) Arabia. - On rhe Arabian border of Asia rhe problem of defence was
substantially as in Africa. Indeed the Romans had even better reason for not
advancing far beyond the cultivable zone, for the neighbouring Arabs were
traders rather than raiders, and served the Romans well as intermediaries in the
perfume trade of the Yemen and the spice trade of India and Ceylon. Accordingly
Pompey had left Nabamean Arabia, extending from Damascus to rhe Gulf of
Akaba, in the hands of a native dynasty, and Augustus confirmed this arrange
ment. It might therefore appear that when Trojan annexed the Nabataean land
and constcuceed ~ strategic road along its deserr froar (A.D. 105) he was com
mitting an act of over-insurance. It may be conjectured that the unrest in the
Near East, which soon after involved Trajan in heavy warfare in !vfesopmamia
and Palestine, had previously manifested itself in forays on the part of some
desert Arabians, which rhe Nabataeans had difficulty in repelling single-handed,
and so induced the Roman emperor to take over the desert patcol.
(2) Melopotmnia. - The annexation of Syria by Pompey, and consequent
extension of Roman terricory ro the Euphrates, preseared Augusrus with .1

question of a quite different order, to which neither Pompey himself noc Julius
Caesar nor Antony had given a defmitive reply. The Roman dominions now
adjoined those of the Arsacids, the rulers of the well matured Parthian empire,
whose military organisation enabled them to wage la gra11de gtterrej and to
open the long chapter of their wars against Rome with the resounding victory
of Carrhae. Shouid the Romans make themselves safe against another such
encounter by an advance in force to the Tigris. so as to wrest from the Arsacids
both the river valleys, which were their main source of wealth, and so disable
rhem from any major councer-attack? Or should they merely strengthen the
Euphrates lines? Or should they follow a middle course by cutting off the
projecting angle of the middle Euphrates and here construer a system of out-
works to absorb the first shock of a Parthian offensive? .

From the scale on which Caesar had prepared the {revanche for Carrhae' we
may infer that he intended to follow up victory in bactle by annexing most if
not all of Mesopotamia. But, given his predisposition not to break new ground
save for compelling reasons, Augusrus made peace with the Arsacids on the
basis of the existing fromier; and subsequent emperors who planned an advance
to the Tigris always ended by volw)tary retirement. The most notable instance
of this flow and ebb occurred under Trojan, who actually realised Caesar's
ambition of overrunning all Mesopotamia and displayed the arms of Rome on
the Persian Gulf, yet shortly befote his death fell back towards rhe Euphrates;
and Hadrian definitely reverted to the old boundary. Some fifty years later
M. Aurelius' general Avidius Cassius repeated Trajan·s conquests, but his
emperor rook no advantage of them, save to retain the small terrirory of
Osrhoene in the angle of the Euphrates as a rrip·wire gone. In A.D. 197
Septimius Severus for the third time swept through Mesopotamia and capturett
the city of Seleucia (the equivalem of later Bagdad), yet he eventually drew his
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frontier on approximately the same lines as M. Aurelius. The same fluctuations
of advance and retreat also characterised the frontier settlem.ents of later Roman
emperors in their dealings with the Sassanid successors of the Parthian
monarchy.

The hesitations of the Roman emperors in their dlOice between tbe Euphrn·
tes and the Tigris suggest that in their view the merits of these twO frontiers
appeared to be closely balanced. To the modern inquirer it may seem that the
abounding riches of both the river valleys, and the eminence of Seleucia as il

cenere of communications, ought [Q have definitely tilted the balance in favour
of the Tigris. But we do not know how far the Caesars took the economic factor
inro consideration. In regard to the strategic factor, they knew no doubt that the
course of the Tigris from the Armenian mountains to the sea was shorter -than
that of the Euphrates; and they may have been aware that the Tigris, which
carries a larger and more constant volume of water, formed in itself a more
effective barrier. But against this we must set the fact that whichever way a
Roman advance rowards Seleucia was made, whether down the Euphrates, or
across the ill-furnished steppe land of inner Mesopotamia, or from Asia Minor
across Armenia, the total length of the march might pUt a serious strain on
Roman communications; and the histOry of Trajan's campaigns (abom which
we have relatively full information) makes it clear that this emperor did nor
dispose of a sufficient force to seize and hold Seleucia without end;mgering his
rear. Herein perhaps we may find the key to Roman policy on tillS sector of the
froarier.
(3) Armell;a. - To the north of Mesopotamia, the Atmenian highland was
temporarily occupied by Roman forces as a flank guard to an army operating
between the river valleys, or engaged in the main advance to the Tigris. But,
apart from the one west-to-east line of communicarjons by way of the upper
Euphrates :md the Araxes, any continuous match through Armenia can only be
made over an incessant lJwitdlback route of hill and dale; and the Araxes valley
eventually leads away from the Tigris basin. Hence it never seems to have been
part of the Caesars' policy to include Armenia permanently within their
fronrjers.

(C) EftTope.

(I) Ita!y. - In the days of Augustus the first considetation of frontiet politics
was still whether Italy could truSt to the protection of the Alpine barrier against
intruders from the European continent. Behind this barrier Italy could conduct
its defence 00 inner lines, with a lateral road on the noITh bank of the Po,
focussed on Milan, to co·ordinate its several sectors. But io Rome the memory
of past Gallic invasions, and of the bteak-tluough by the Cimbti in 101 B.C.,
lived long, and it was partly with these in mind that Julius Caesar drew a neW
ftontier along the lower and middle Rhine.

By the time of the Bd/"m Gal/;wm a new danger to Italy appeared in the
formation of a monarchy, centred in Dacia (Transylvania), that extended from
the middle Danube to the Crimea. Its king, Burebistas, was prolonging his raids
into the Balkan peninsula as far as IlIyria, and could be expected to probe the
pass through the Carnic Alps which offers the easiest entry ineo Italy. True, the
sudden death of Burebisras (c. 44 B.C.), and the collapse of his realm, offered
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a pretext for putting aside the Dacian problem. Nevertheless. as soon as Caesa..r's
adoptive son OaavulD was free to rurn his :l!'ms to fresh conquests he entered
the Danube b:t.<;in by the valley of the Save and established a base for further
advance at Sirmium (36-5 B.C.). Here fat the rime being he had to suspend
his ulterior projecrs, but meanwhile he had made seLllie the we'dkest part of
Iraly's land frontier.

Octavian the triumvir had puc the north-eastern Alpine passes OUl of enemy
reach; bm there remained for Augustus the problem of the central Alpine
region, from which the Cimbri had made their thrust into Italy. Here the height
of the passes and the sheer massiveness of the Alpine range might seem to
render prohibitive the COSt of a protective: advance. But for the sake of the
Italian heart-land Augustus was prepated for an effort of the Caesarian type;
and the brilliant pincer operation by which his stepsons cleared the valleys of
[he Rhine (from Ba~ile) and the Adige rendered easy the occupation of the
enrire cenrral massif (15 B.C.).

2) Tbe Dam,be la"df. - The Alps had now been made inrn realy's citadel, and
her defences were complete. But there remained the major problem of pro
viding a general frontier for the Europe:1n zone of the empire. Julius Caesar had
here shown dle way b}' establishing the middlc and lower Rhine as the boun
dary in the west; and before he completed rhe inner defeusive b...J1wark round
Ira I}" Oaavian had felt his way tOwards another outer river line. Whether his
occupation of the Save valley in 36--5 B.C. was planned at the ourset as a first
stage in an advance upon the Danube is uncertain: perhaps it was intended
merely to open a back door upon Illyria. In any case, Augustus could not in the
long run evade the long overdue task of amending the untidy and preca..riou5
boundaries of rhe province of Macedonia, which had suffered periodically from
incursions by plundering tribes from the northern Balkan lands and beyond.
Therefore, after [he campaign of Aceium he directed all his available forces to

clear the Motava valley and the passes of the main Balkan range, so as to gain
the line of the Danube. With the gradual establishment of Roman garrisons in
the territory thus gained the t:ntire lower course of the river became the Roman
boundary in eastern Europe. The process was completed by the annexation of
lhe kingdom of Tluace in A.D. 46 '.

A simultaneous advance of (he fromier co the upper and middle Danube was
~chieved by a nwnber of independent operations which were perhaps undcr
ta.~en in th, first instance as local r~tiHcations of the boundary line rather than
as a parr of a comprehensive and premeditated plan, but led on by a gradual
filling nf gaps en the establishment nf an unbtOken river line. In 15 B.c.
Tiberius and DlllSUS followed up their swoop across the Alpine sector by a
quick advance to the upper Danube. In 12-9 D.C. Tiberius made a more
gradual forward movement from the line of the Save through the forestcd
foo;;hills of rhe Alps, 50 as to (each (he Danube on its middle course, and
established 4.:cmral garrison pojms at Carnunrum (Bratislava) and Aquincum
(Buda-Pest) near the grear bend. In the ensuing thirty or forry years the new
boundary was consolid:lted from Passuu to Beograd.

2 Detaits of the Roman frontier operations are usually lacking in our scanty literary
records. But archaeological evidence for the siting and dating of Roman roads and camps
is gradually providing the means for reconstructing more fully the frontier establishment.
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Thus a ~eries of experimental moves forward in the century from Caesar's
COD'1uest of Gaul was completed by the fixing of the Roman fromier conter·
minoasly wirh the Rhine and the Danube. This is the supreme example of
Rome's reliance Oll river boundaries.

(3) The Rhme dJld Blbe. - The combined fromier of rhe Rhine and Danube
em,tiled this disadvantagel that the sharp projecting angle of the Rhine at Hasle
considerably increased rhe length of rhe boundaIY and offered aggressors from
Germany a convenient central of operations. It was probably in recognidon of
this that in D.C. 15 Tiberius and Drusus followed up their campaign in Swit·
zerland by an advance from the upper Rhine to the upper Danube, so as CO

smooch our the Basle angle in some degree. Bur between 9 B.C. and the end of
his reign Augusrus engaged in a tar bolder scheme which would have had the
eHea of substiruting the Elbe for the Rhine as the Danube's counterpart. It is
not cerrain whether AugustuS had any clear idea of the course of the E!be, or
whether on this occasion he once more acted III a Caesarian spirit of adventure.
In any case, the German campaigns of his stepsons (9 D.C. and onward) wer~

so conducted as almOSt to command success. By threading ("heir way along the
convenient tributaries of the main German river system (the Main, the Lippe
and the Sanle) , they safely opened long n.venues through the forest; and they
replenished rheir supplies by fixing rendez-vous wirh derachmenrs of rhe
Roman Channel Fleetl which had meantime opened up the estuaries and the
Weser and Elbe and had navigated these up-stream to the meeting·poim.

Having made sure of the Elbe, Augustus was emboldened to attempt a
gigantic pincer opemtion between twO land forces. In A.D. 6 a Rlline army was
directed up the :Main to make tOuch with a force which Tiberius was to conduct
from CaInunrum across the whole lengrh of Bohemia. Had the gods smiled on
this venture, the Romans would no doubi: have gone on to establish a more
disram but much more compact frontier atong the Elbe and the Moldau, with
a shorr land-bridge to Carnuntum on the middle Danube. But, like in Trajan's
lvIesoporamian wars, lengthening lines of communication overstrained the
resources of Tiherius' garrison detachments. and rebellion in his rear compelled
him to call off the entire pincer movement. And three years later the Clades
Varia11a, in which a new Roman commander, inexperienc.:ed in forest warfare,
was ambushed and lost his whole army~ caused Augustus to write off all his
rrans·Rhenane and trans·Danubian policy and to revert to his Rhine Danube
line.

Augustus' policy of pinching off the Basle salient was resumed on a much
reduced scale by Vespasian and Domitian l who gradually pushed out a line of
high ground between Bonn and a point on the Danube near Regensburg. This
advanced line was consolidated by Amoninus Pius by m~ns of a continuous
barrier of earth or palisades 3. But trus barrier) and the imermediare chain of
castella behind it, served merely as outworks of the main frontier along the
rivers 4,

:J Presumably this barrier was intended as an obstacle fQr mounted raiders, like the
Great \'Q'all of China.

4 The systematic investigations in the zone of the limes Gemlrll1iClls have served as a
model for all such researches.
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(4) Bohemia. - Aftet the withdrawal of Tibetiu' forces from Bohemia in
A.D. 6 tbe middle Danube seceor of the fronder was om subject co new
experiments until afeer A.D. 167. In this year two German tribes, the Quadi
and the Marcomanni, under pressure from cwo hinterland peoples with the
ominous names of V:lQdali and Langobardi - dle spearhead of the later Great
Migrations -, made a clean breach near the big Danube bend, and it took
some twelve years of hard fighting (A.D. 167-79) ro repair rhe broken front.
M. Aurelius, who had borne tbe brunt of barde in person., DOW planned co make
a break in dle river boundary by advancing his lines co the curve of the
Bohemian mountains and the western Carpathians. Had he lived to do this, he
would have provided tile Roman empire with the same forested bulwark which
the Czechs subsequently sought to maintain against the overlapping German
ride, and he would have sealed off the Moravian Gate, which was even then
becoming a main approach for migrants from Farther Europe. But a line of
defence which formed three sides of a quadrilateral would have extended the
Roman frontier considerably. Consequently Aurelius' project was abandoned by
his successor, whl:? contented himself with providing a line of outworks not far
from the Danube.

(5) Dacia. - The lower Danube frontier held gond for a cemory, until rhe
Dacian monarchy was resuscitated by king Decebalus, who exploited the rich
gold mines of the southern Carpathians to build up a compact state and a
well-found army, and broke the Balkan defence line in a sustained offensive.
The coumer-arracks under Domirian and Trajan (A.D. 86-106) enrailed upon
the Roman armies a heavy task of exploration in the defiles of the Carpathians
before rhey could make rhe final clinch wich Derebalus.

Having at last disposed of Decebalus, Trajan overcame his reluctance to

abandon the well-tried principle of river boundaries and drew a new frontier
which partly followed the loop of the Carpathians, so as to include Transylvani::L
as a forward bastion of defence. But it appears as if the Roman emperors never
completed the usual outer limes of roads and farts ta narth and west, and as if
the open plain between the Danube and Theiss was left as a no-man's-land.
On the ocher hand they drafted a considerable civilian population into Dacia
for the further development of the mines. No doubt the principal Roman
reason of the Caesars for annexing Dada was to deny it as an invasion base for
future Decebali. Bur in this instance it may be assumed that they were also
influenced by a glittering economic allurement into making a major extension
of the frontier.

(6) Britail•. - The problem wberher to follow up Caesar's conquest of Gaul
by extending the Roman frontier beyond the Channel first presented itself to
Augustus, who eventually decided against this further step. The reason which
he gave for rbis, that conquests in Britain WOuld oot repay their COStS, implies
that the security of Gaul was not sedously menaced by the occasional cip-and
run raids of Bdtish chiefs who lacked the means and the organising power for
any systematic invasion, and that the island's slowly developing economic
resources offered no quick prize of victOry. Why Claudius went back on
Augustus' resolve - desire for the kudos of conquests 'ultra Oceanum', a hope
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against hope that Britain after all might prove an Eldorado, or a strategic
precaution against previously underrated invasion dangers? - remains a matter
of controversy.

The advance across Britain raised anew the question of fronciers in a familiar
form. how far to press a victory. The Roman armies naturally occupIed the
entire English plain, which offers no serious internal barriers; and when they
went on to incorporate the Welsh highland and a broad srrip of the nonhero'
hill country, so as to guard the cultivable English lowlands against their neigh
bours' raids. they ancicipated the well considered policies of Plamagenet and
Tudor monarchs. Bur in nonhern Britain the problem of ever lengthening
communications once again caught them between twO minds.

Agricola, the general who had carried the Roman arms from Tyne to Foreh,
and along lhe rim of the Highland massif as far as Abetdeenshire (A.D. 79
83) " was naturally led on to adopt the policy of making a dean job of it
'removing the sight of liberty' from the natives. He sem forward his fleet to

explore Pendand Finh. and harboured a wild surmise that he could make shore
work of Ireland - as to whose position in Ocean the Romans were still quite
hazy. The emperor Domirian, realising the strain which this, at best, would
place on Roman resources, called a timely halt; but he paid a tribute to Agri
cola's achievement by allowing him co consolidate the ground already WOD.

The main element of Rome's first fromier defences in North Britain consisted
of a chain of small forts and observation towers strung along a cross-road
between the Forth and Clyde estuaries, and a large base camp at Newsread-on
Tweed. A sparse line of forrs was also retained along the foot of the Grampians.

By A.D. 100 these advanced forts had been abandoned; c. A.D. 115 a deep
bteach was made through the Forth-Clyde line, and the Roman garrisons
evacuated all Scotland. In A.D. 122 the empetot Hadtian, afcet a personal
inspection of the isthmus becween Tyne and Solway, seJeaed it as the site of
Rome's mose monumental fromier. When completed in 127, 'Hadrian's Wall'
consisted of an imposingly solid curtain of dressed srone, astride of a northward
facing series of ridges, and well garnished with built-in fores and outlying
castella. Behind the line. at Corbridge-on~Tyue, a large srorehouse provided the
garrison against the event of a long invesanem. Seemingly the Wall was
designed to last as long as 'Roma Aecerna' herself. Nevertheless in A.D. 142-3
the emperor Anroninus replaced it by a similar barrier on the Ie-occupied
Forth-Clyde line. Though the Antonine Wall was merely of timber or turf, it
also lay athwart a line of high gtonnd and was comparable in Strength with
that of Hadrian. Yet some fifry years later it succumbed once more to a
Caledonian onslaught, and in spite of a 1"iposte by massed reinforcements under
Seprimius Severns, who sene the invaders hurtling back to the Highlands, the
emperor once for all re-entrenched the frontier guard on tbe more southerly
line.

Of the twO walls, the Scottish one had the seemingly decisive advantage of
measuring only 33 English miles as against the 70 miles of Hadrian's Wall. But
it entailed a far longer line of communications through an ill-developed

5 For recent accounts of the Roman campaigns in Britain, see A. R. Burn, Agricola
(md R01!ul/1 Brite/in (19'3); 1. A. Richmond, ROI1l(//l BriJain (19").
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country G. Presumably it was the sensitiveness of Roman frontier forces for their
lines of supply which turned the scales against the Amonine Wall. In any case,
Hadrian's Wall justified the preference which it eventually received, for it held
good until the close of the fourth cemury.

The frontier policy of the Roman emperors was characterised by alternate
phases of advance and retreat on some fronts, which suggests that now and then
they were caught between twO minds. But it was based on reasoned principles;
and in typical Roman fashion these were maintained without undue rigidity,
and with a timely readiness to make corrections in their manner of application.
As an example of Roman statecraft it may repay a more detailed study.

II Recent >lir surveys have shown that an attempt was made to safeguard commu
nications between the two walls by means of scattered forts. Even so, distances were too
great for the f.rontier guard.
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